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The other thins I was speaking about in this aa*uz connection was my work

on the NI V. I was not in on the very beginning of the NIV. I was originally

invited to the conference that considered the establishment of such a work, but

I did not attend it, and so had no connection with the group until the work had

be underway for a year or so. Then Dr. Harris strongly recommended that I be

brought into the work and during the next few years I took part in a considerable

aa number of committee meetings about the NIV.

There was a very esxteneive system worked out in making the NXXX NIV. In

many ways it was an excellent system. Yet I believe it could have been altered

(nc)




to have been a far better one.

The system was this: each book of the Bible was to be originally translated
"team"

by two men who were called a team and their translation was called a team XMIX

"team translation" translation. kexk This was translated directly from the

Hebrew or Greek, with no necessary reference to any modern translation, though

there was no bar (nc) against it KX1 a person making such use of

any translation, ancient or modern, that he might akee choose. Then the team

translation was mimeographed, simply entitled 'team translation of such-and-such

a book. Now zxw a committee that was called and Qi*ueeli "Intermediate Editorial

Committee" would meet. This committee might consist in a few cases consist of

only five members. It was more likely to be seven or nine. It was a*iqa always

an odd number. The committee would look at the team translation and would suggest

what changes they might wish to make. They could change anything that they desired.

However, every suggested change was submitted to the committee as a whole, and a

tremendous number of the changes were adopted by a vote of 5 to 4, of 4 to 3, or

even at some sessions, of 3 to 2. Then this translation the page

was taken which had the team translation on it, with certain words crossed out,

and the preferences if of the Intermediate Editorial Committee inserted in their stead.
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